
Rosette for Social Media Monitoring

SOLUTIONS

Analyze Global Social Media
in Over Forty Languages
Social media is increasingly created and consumed in the
native language of the users. The applications that process
social media content must understand these languages. In
2010, only half of all tweets were in English, and in 2011
more than 75% of Facebook users were outside the United
States. The Rosette® linguistics platform enables the analysis
of data in over forty languages from such sources as Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, and other social media channels.

“Basis Technology allows us to quickly expand the scope of our
analysis to the languages our customers demand. We chose Rosette
because its accuracy and performance enables us to broaden the
global coverage of our technology to discover insights from social
media conversations in other languages.”

— Steve Winters, Vice President of Engineering, NetBase Solutions

KEY BENEFITS
Rosette provides convenient access to the essential linguistic
capabilites needed to implement multilingual social media
monitoring, including:

• Language identification—The first step in preparing
social media for analysis is identifying the language.
Rosette offers high-throughput detection of 55 languages.

• Linguistic analysis—Rosette provides deep linguistic
analysis, including part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization
(finding the dictionary form of words), sentence boundary
detection, and noun phrase extraction. Sentiment and
semantic technologies use this output to rapidly add new
languages.

• Entity extraction for data filtering—Social media
applications can filter based on content-derived
metadata, such as entities. Rosette finds 18 types of
entities (people, places, companies, etc.) in over a dozen
languages. Developers can also customize Rosette to
recognize other entity types.

• Entity extraction for sentiment analysis—Rosette
enables semantic and sentiment analysis systems by
locating entities for further processing.

• Message clustering—Organize search results for
rapid review by grouping near-duplicate or similar
conversations.
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The Rosette linguistics platform enables social media monitoring
applications to identify language of incoming feeds, analyze text,
extract entities, and improve search results.
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SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT AGGREGATION
Rosette plays a key role in pre-processing social media in many
languages.

• Identify language of social media—Location-based
and user-specified language settings for posts can be
misleading. Rosette enables high-accuracy language
identification.

• Find names, brands, and companies—Rosette finds
entities in each post to create metadata, enabling fast
filtering and searching by people, places, company names,
or other entities.

• Improve keyword search—Rosette’s linguistic analyzers
produce each word’s lemma (dictionary form) to increase
the number of relevant search results. Older methods,
such as stemming, often deliver irrelevant results.

SENTIMENT AND BRAND ANALYSIS
Some technologies for sentiment and brand analysis have
advanced linguistic analysis for English, but what of German,
Japanese, Portuguese, or Spanish? Rosette Base Linguistics
provides the building blocks for many approaches to
sentiment analysis in over 40 languages:

• Part-of-speech tagging
• Lemmatization of words
• Sentence boundary detection
• Noun phrase extraction

Rosette Entity Extractor takes analysis one step further by
automatically locating entities—such as persons, locations,
organizations, or products—which can be used by sentiment
analysis algorithms to ascribe sentiment to entities, rather
than generalized sentiment at the message or document
level.

LANGUAGES SUPPORTED
Albanian
Arabic
Bulgarian
Catalan
Chinese, Simplified
Chinese, Tradional
Croaan
Czech
Danish
Dutch
English
Estonian
Finnish
French

German
Greek
Hebrew
Hungarian
Indonesian
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Latvian
Malay
Norwegian
Pashto
Persian
Polish

Portuguese
Romanian
Russian
Serbian
Slovak
Slovenian
Spanish
Swedish
Thai
Turkish
Ukrainian
Urdu

RESOLVE NAME VARIATIONS
Social media posts frequently contain misspelled names
and nicknames. Rosette Name Indexer augments search
to locate all mentions of a name across languages or
spelling variations. A global reputation analysis of Madonna
will be incomplete unless relevant posts that spell her
name as “マドンナ,” “Madonna Ciccone,” or “Madona” are
also examined. Rosette handles nicknames; missing name
components; spelling errors and variants; mixed order names;
the same name written in different languages; and more.
For more about Rosette’s name matching capabilities, see
www.basistech.com/name-indexer.

SOCIAL MEDIA BY THE NUMBERS

• 24.1 million Facebook users in Turkey
• 20.5 million Facebook users in France
• 18.2 million Facebook users in Mexico
• 19.1% of tweets are in Japanese
• 9.6% of tweets are in Portuguese

All figures as of 2010.

DECIPHER ARABIC SOCIAL MEDIA
Online conversations in Arabic present a special challenge,
because many Arabic writers use English letters and numbers
rather than the traditional writing system. Ungoverned
by formal rules, different English characters may be used
interchangeably for one Arabic character, or vice-versa.

Qasim
Gasim
8asim

2ulluhom

2illun

Gullhom

The Arabic chat alphabet also varies by the dialect of the
writer. The phrase “Tell them” may be written “2ulluhom” by
an Egyptian; “2illun” by a Lebanese; or “Gullhom” in the Gulf
dialect.

Conventional search engines and linguistic analyzers cannot
decipher Arabic chat alphabet. Rosette unlocks access to this
data by:

• Detecting Arabic chat conversation

• Converting chat alphabet to natively written Arabic

• Finding personal names and matching those names across
spelling variations.

http://www.basistech.com/name-indexer

